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Abstract—Modern embedding methods focus only on the words
in the text. The word or sentence embeddings are trained to
represent the semantic meaning of the raw texts. However, many
quantified attributes associated with the text, such as numeric
attributes associated with Yelp review text, are ignored in the
vector representation learning process. Those quantified numeric
attributes can provide important information to complement the
text. For example, review stars, business stars and number of
likes, etc., have great influence on interpreting the semantic
meaning of text. Numeric attributes associated with the text
often reveal the quantity or the significance of the object
that the number is modifying. We propose an algorithm using
vector projection to generate numeric-attribute-powered sentence
embeddings for multi-label text classification. We evaluate our
algorithm on a public Yelp dataset, showing that classification
performance improves significantly when numeric attributes are
incorporated well.
Index Terms—numeric attribute, sentence embedding, classification task

I. I NTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen great success of word embedding
or sentence embedding both as features or inputs to sentencelevel classification [1], [2]. Researchers usually learn embeddings from the raw text [3], [4]. Many numbers associated
with the text are ignored in the learning process. However,
those numbers can provide important global information for
the interpretation of the text. For example, in a review dataset
there are many numeric attributes associated with text. Take
the numeric attribute review star for example. It is usually
designed as a 1-5 rating-scale attribute (as in Amazon, Yelp
and TripAdvisor). An easygoing user writes a review “it is
good” and marks 5 in the review star attribute while a stern
user might mark 3 in the review star attribute even if he or
she uses similar words in the review text such as “not bad
experience”. Combining the review text with the value in the
attribute review star, we have a deeper understanding of the
significance level of the text (how “good” as in the example)
Thus raw text alone can only provide limited information
regarding semantics of the sentence.
In this paper we focus on formulating the vector representation of numeric attributes and combine such attribute
information into a sentence vector representation for a multilabel classification task. We propose to use vector projection
to formulate the vector representation of the numeric attribute.
We define the name of the numeric attribute as subject.
Instead of ignoring the numbers associated with the text, we
incorporate the number by regarding the (number, subject)
pair as a whole and treat the number as the scalar projection
of the subject. In summary, the main contributions of this

paper are three-fold: (1) we are the first to propose the vector
projection approach to incorporate numbers associated with
the text to formulate vector representation; (2) we propose
an algorithm to generate numeric-attribute-powered sentence
embedding; and, (3) we evaluate the proposed approach and
the algorithm on a multi-label classification task using public
data. Our experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed approach.
II. R ELATED WORK
Sentence embeddings have been built via various methods
[5], [6], [7]. Wieting et al. generate sentence embedding based
on the supervision from the Paraphrase Database (PPDB) [8].
The authors utilized six sentence embedding models such
as recurrent neural network (RNN), deep averaging network
(DAN) [9] and LSTM [10]. They also choose a simple
model, averaging all word embeddings in the sentence. They
embedded the developed model into an objective function.
This objective function is a margin loss function based on
PPDB. With the additional semantic supervision of the PPDB,
the authors expected similar sentences’ trained embeddings
should be high in cosine similarity. Their results showed that
the most simple model, averaging all word embeddings in the
paraphrase had a better result than those complicated models
such as RNN and LSTM. Socher et al. build a recursive neural
tensor network to combine components in the sentence for
sentiment prediction [11]. Researchers have made progress to
take the advantage of both categorical features and numerical
features for classification task. Zhao et al. found that a decision
tree model is good at handling numeric features while a
factorization machine is good at handling categorical features,
and so proposed a combined model [12].
Researchers have made great efforts to take advantage of
numbers in the text in text classification tasks. Macskassy
et al. proposed a way to incorporate numbers in the text
[13] by converting numbers to bag-of-tokens and incorporating
those tokens into text that was represented as a bag of words.
Their main contribution lies in the proposed algorithm to
optimally split the number tokens such that if two numbers are close, these sets will be similar, and if they are
further apart the sets will be less similar. For example the
number 1800 could be represented as [“lengthunder50000 ,
“lengthover50000 , “lengthunder150000 , “lengthover150000 ].
However, treating numbers as tokens results in losing their
original quantity and value. Using a pre-defined discretization
set, numbers such as 499 and 501 are less similar than 499
and 1 in the example. Besides it is not scalable in the sense
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that when new training data is pulled in, new split points need
to be generated.
Aman et al. extracted number relations in text [14]. Their
goal is to extract information from a sentence in the form of a
tuple with quantity as the second entity, subject as the first entity and a relationship phrase to describe the relation between
the quantity and the subject. They devise two algorithms to
extract numerical relations. One is rule-based and the other is
a learning system using a graphical model.
Chaganty and Liang [15] tackle a problem of how to
automatically generate short descriptions of phrases containing
numbers using units or concepts that are easier or familiar to
illustrate. Their first step is to manually collect a knowledge
base consisting of 9 fundamental units. Second step is to
use regular expression patterns to collect phrases containing
numbers to form a dataset. Then they use a graph to represent
its unit and all the units mentioned in the knowledge, so that
when future phrases come they could find all the units close
to it for formula representation. After all the formulas are
generated based on all the units in the knowledge base, they
use crowdsourcing to choose the most appropriate formula
through rating (in this way they have labels for formulas in the
training set). Their final step is to generate a brief description
of the phrase containing a number using a sequence-tosequence RNN.
However, none of the existing research combines the quantitative nature of the numbers and neural language model
embeddings to form sentence embeddings from textual data
with numeric attributes.
Multi-label problem has been throughly studied. Gong et al
proposed a novel framework for multi-label propagation [16].
It assigned a teacher for each label. The framework utilized
the teacher-learner strategy. The teacher assigned simplest
labeled samples for the model to learn at the very beginning.
According to the metrics’ feedback, the teacher gradually
raised the bar and gave more complex samples to the model.
We use multi-label classification to evaluate our work.
III. BACKGROUND OF VECTOR PROJECTION
We present guidelines when designing an algorithm to
generate a numeric-attribute-powered sentence embedding:
1) Numbers alone do not carry semantic meaning. A

proposed approach should combine numbers and the
subjects they are modifying.
2) Since numeric attributes usually share the same context
with the text, numbers and words in the sentence should
come from the same vector space to enable the combination of the (number, subject) pair.
3) Since our goal is to use the generated sentence embedding as features for a classification task, the formulated
embedding of the (number, subject) pair should account
for at least the semantic and the syntactic regularities of
the subject alone.
Based on the desiderata above, the vector projection approach is ideal. We use this approach to combine the (number,
subject) pair.
Figure 1 illustrates the vector projection approach. We
use this approach to combine the (number, subject) pair.
It shows the projection of vector ~u on ~v and SProj~v ~u is
the scalar projection of ~u onto ~v . In our case, the scalar
projection SProj~v ~u is the number in the sentence; v̂ is the
unit vector in the direction of ~v , the subject that the number is
modifying. Our goal is to find the vector representation of the
(number, subject) pair, Proj~v ~u. Based on the vector projection
approach, Proj~v ~u is obtained by:
Proj~v ~u = SProj~v ~u × v̂

(1)

IV. N UMERIC - ATTRIBUTE - POWERED SENTENCE
EMBEDDING

This section introduces in detail our proposed algorithm to
incorporate numbers into sentence embeddings by utilizing
the simple idea of vector projection. The numeric-attributepowered sentence embedding consists of two parts: the text
vector representation temb and the numeric attribute vector
representation nemb . temb corresponds to pure text vector
representation leaving out the numeric attributes associated
with the text. nemb corresponds to the vector representation of
the numeric attributes. The algorithm 1 illustrates the proposed
algorithm to generate numeric-attribute-powered sentence embeddings. Generally we use the vector projection approach
described in section III to represent the numeric attributes
in vector space. We use the χ2 test to rank all the numeric
attributes, then a holdout set to select the optimum set of
numeric attributes to include. The text vector representation
temb is represented as the average of the word representations
in the sentence. In general, we calculated temb and use vector
projection approach to represent nemb ; We concatenate temb
and nemb to form the numeric-attribute-powered embedding.
Recall that our goal is to verify the effectiveness of the
vector projection approach to incorporate numeric attributes
into vector representation. Thus we do not focus on generating
the vector representation of text leaving out the numeric
attributes. According to Wieting et al. and Kenter et al., the
simplest averaging model is competitive with systems tuned
for the particular tasks while extremely efficient and easy to
use [8] and it has proven to be a strong baseline or feature
across a multitude of tasks [17]. We adopt the averaging model

Algorithm 1 Numeric-attribute-powered sentence embedding
1: Data: numeric-attribute intense text dataset of size m: D(s1 , s2 , . . . , sm ). We divide the dataset into
Dtrain , Dholdout and Dtest , where s1 (t11 , t12 , . . . , t1p1 , n11 , n12 , . . . , n1q ), s2 (t21 , t22 , . . . , t2p2 , n21 , n22 , . . . , n2q ), . . .,
m
m
m
m
m
sm (tm
1 , t2 , . . . , tp2 , n1 , n2 , . . . , nq ); t is text feature of size p; n is numeric attributes of size q; each t represents
a word in the text; each n represents a numeric attribute consist of nval , the number and n1 , the numeric attribute
name/type; both of them could be multi-dimensional. Result: the selected numeric attributes to incorporate; a matrix of
size m × (|temb | + |nemb |);
2: temb ← generating text embedding(D)
−
→ −
→
−
→
3: n1 , n2 , . . . , nq ← generate vector representation number attribute(n1 , n2 , . . . , nq )
→
−
→
−
4: n̂1 , n̂2 , . . . , n̂q ← compute the unit vector in the direction of n by dividing the norm on each element of n
5: v̂n1 , v̂n2 , . . . , v̂nq ← vector projection(nval , (v̂n1 , v̂n2 , . . . , v̂nq ))
6: Q ← Chi2(v̂n1 , v̂n2 , . . . , v̂nq ))
. Q is a list of the sorted numeric attribute using feature selection approach Chi2
7: curr index ← 1
. curr index records the index of the current evaluating size of the ranked numeric attributes
8: currMetric ← 0
. currMetric records the current metric value in the Dholdout
9: maxM etric ← 0, numIndex ← 0
. maxMetric records the highest metric value in the Dholdout so far
10:
. numIndex records the index of the numeric attributes when maxMetric is achieved
11: while C ← top next element(Q,curr index) do
12:
X ← concatenate(temb ,Q(1 : C))
. X is the feature set which combines text vector representation
13:
currMetric ← evaluation(Dholdout , X)
14:
if currMetric > maxMetric then
15:
numIndex ← curr index
16:
maxM etric ← currM etric
17:
else
18:
currM etric ← 0
19: X ← concatenate(temb ,Q(1 : numIndex)) . use numeric attribute features Q(1 : numIndex) selected from Dholdout to
formulate numeric-attribute-powered sentence embedding to generate the test feature set
20: Return X

to generate text vector representation temb before we add
numeric attributes to the embedding.
p

temb

1 X ti
=
W
p i=1 ω

(2)

Equation 2 shows the averaging model. Considering in a
sentence s we have a word sequence s = ht1 , t2 , . . . , tp i, Wωti
is the word embedding for word ti .
To generate the numeric attribute vector representation, we
first find the vector in the direction of the subject that the
number is modifying by the numeric attribute name. We use
the same averaging model in Equation 2 to obtain the vector
representation of the subject ~v 0. Then we obtain ~v , the unit
vector in the direction of the subject that the number is
modifying, by dividing the norm on each element of ~v 0. Then
we use Equation 1 to obtain ~u, the vector representation for the
(number, subject) pair. Since there could be multiple numeric
attributes associated with the text, we use feature selection
algorithm Chi2 [18] to rank the numeric attributes and use a
hold-out dataset to select the optimum set of numeric attributes
that should pair with text vector representation. We conduct
a snowball approach to select the optimum set of numeric attributes. Namely we first incorporate the numeric attribute that
ranks first, then we incorporate the top 2 numeric attributes,
then top 3, etc. We use the same averaging model in Equation
2 to generate the numeric attributes vector representation.

V. EVALUATION
We verify our proposed algorithm on a multi-label classification task. We first describe the dataset. Then we elaborate
on the metrics and the experimental result.
A. Dataset
We evaluate the proposed algorithm on the publicly available Yelp dataset offered in 2017 as part of round 9 of the
Yelp Dataset Challenge1 . Since our proposed method does
not involving training embeddings from scratch, we do not
need a large corpus. In the experiment we use the pre-trained
Word2Vec embedding trained on Google News2 . The statistics
in the experiment are shown in Table I. We decide to evaluate
the proposed algorithm on Yelp dataset for several reasons:
first, it is a numeric attribute intensive dataset; second, our
goal is to predict the business type for each review. Thus the
numeric attributes associated with review text such as “review
counts” and “review votes useful”, etc., are related to the task
and this is also proved in the feature selection chi2 step. Third,
this dataset is made for competition and data structure is clear
and well-stored. Thus it is easily accessible to extract numeric
attributes associated with the review text. The number and the
subject pair is clearly stated in the dataset. An example of
the numeric attributes associated with text is shown in Table
II. There are 7 main business types in the dataset, such as
1 https://www.yelp.com/dataset

challenge

2 https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/

Dataset
review size
numeric attributes
labels
TABLE I

Yelp
20000
174
7

T HE STATISTICS OF THE Y ELP DATASET

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

numeric attributes
business review count
user votes useful
user votes cool
user votes funny
review count
friends
review stars
business stars
TABLE II

E XAMPLES OF THE NUMERIC ATTRIBUTES ASSOCIATED WITH REVIEW
TEXT

F-score

Macro-average
Micro-average

Stratified
Classifier

Review
Text
Only
18.60%
47.30%
36.90%
76.90%
TABLE III

Numeric-attributepowered Sentence
Embedding
54.00%
79.20%

P ERFORMANCE OF THE TWO METRICS WITH PRE - TRAINED WORD
EMBEDDING DIMENSION 300

Active Life, Food and Restaurants and Services. A review may
belong to one or several business types. Thus it is a multi-label
classification problem.
B. Baselines
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, we
compare it with two baselines.
1) stratified classifier: generates predictions by respecting
the training set’s class distribution.
2) review text as features: in this baseline we only consider
temb as features for the multi-label classification task.
We use the averaging model to generate temb . We use
the same linear SVM on this baseline and the proposed
algorithm.
C. Experimental Setup and Result
We employ 5-fold cross-validation and divide the dataset
into 3 folds for Dtrain , 1 fold for Dholdout and 1 fold
for Dtest . We build a binary linear SVM classifier for each
category. The classification performance is measured via two
commonly used evaluation criteria, macro-average and microaverage [19]. F1 measure is commonly used for binary classification. Both macro-average F score and micro-average F
score are based on F1 measure. Macro-average F score is
the arithmetic mean of F1 measure across all categories; thus
treating all category equally; micro-average F score is the
harmonic mean of the precision and recall regardless of the
category. The experimental results are shown in Table III.
The result shows the proposed algorithm has a 14.16%
relative increase in the macro-average F score and a 3%
relative increase in the micro-average F score compared to

the baseline that only uses review text as features. Thus we
can conclude that the vector projection algorithm we proposed
to incorporate numeric attributes is effective.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a numeric-attribute-powered
sentence embedding algorithm by utilizing a simple vector
projection approach. The experimental results demonstrate the
effectiveness of this algorithm. Many future research directions are open in this work. For example, we only consider
concatenating the text vector representation and the numeric
attribute vector representation. Other composition functions
can be adopted to learn the information from both sides.
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